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BARETTI  |  shower system for concealed installation

Finish: chrome (CR)

The OMNIRES BARETTI collection stands out with intriguing shapes of the body based
on right angles and curves. This modern and harmonious form marvels with perfectly
defined details.

Chrome is a versatile finishing in a silvery colour, with the perfectly even and lustrous
surface.

Design: Dominika Drezner-Ilczuk

Certificates: Polish Declaration of Performance (B marking)

Technologies

The mixer is equipped with the highest quality ceramic
cartridge which ensures smooth and precise water
flow control whilst guaranteeing long term product
performance.

Thanks to the AIR WATER technology, the water is
soft and pleasant to the touch, enhancing the overall
showring experience.

The EASY CLEAN nozzles allow the user to easily
remove any limescale from the shower head and the
hand shower by simply wiping their silicone surface.

The mixer's body is made of high quality A-grade
brass.

Developed to minimise environmental footprint, the
ECO WATER technology reduces water consumption
by approx. 30% without compromising on the overall
product experience.

The shower head is made using the ANTI-SCALE
technology. It incorporates a silicone insert that
prevents internal water stagnation. Occasional tilting
of the shower head, so that any stagnant water could
flow out through the nozzles, guarantees long term
product performance.

The product is coated using the advanced
electroplating technology which guarantees durability,
offers good resistance to mechanical damage and
facilitates cleaning.

Flow characteristics

water flow at 3 bar: 16 l/min
hot water supply: max. 90 °C
working pressure 1-6 bar
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Specification

shower/bath mixer for concealed installation (BA7835CR)
stainless steel shower head (WGU225CR), dimensions: 25 x 25 cm
brass shower arm (RA15CR)
hand shower (JIMJIM-RCR), 3-function
PVC-coated flexible shower hose (SILVER-X150SL), length: 150 cm
brass shower elbow with a hand shower bracket (8815CR)
hand shower adapter (T87CR)
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